Write to Publish II
Advanced Accountability Course

to Keep Your Article Writing on Track

designed for CSU's Postdocs and Graduate Students who are actively writing for publication

COURSE OBJECTIVE

Participants in Write to Publish II (W2P-II) will draft and revise an article for publication. Graduate student and postdoctoral participants will plan their semester’s writing, set realistic writing goals each week, track their writing progress, and contribute conversationally to their W2P-II writing community.

The course learning objectives and outcomes will be set individually by participants so that each participant can achieve their specific writing-for-publication goals this semester.

Participants are NOT required to have completed the first Write to Publish course (W2P-I) to participate in this course.

SCHEDULE

SPRING 2022
MONDAYS 3-3:50pm

MORE INFO & REGISTER HERE

CSU Writes is a writing facilitation program designed for researchers and academic writers who look to boost their productivity as they develop a sustainable writing practice.